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Before answering the problem question, sort out the preliminary issues:  

- What type of company it is: public or private  
- Whether the company has a constitution  
- S 135: when will replaceable rule applies (timing) 

1. Introduction 
A corporation is a distinct legal entity, separated from those who created it and its members 

- This legal entity is a legal fiction in the sense that it is not organic; it is created by 
people and recognised by the law. It is a creature of the law. 

 
S 57A Interpretation of Corporation  

(1) Subject to this section, in this Act, corporation includes: 
(a) A company; and  
(b) Any body corporate (whether incorporated in this jurisdiction or 

elsewhere); and  
(c) An unincorporated body that under the law of its place of origin, may 

sue or be used, or may hold property in the name of its secretary or of 
an office holder of the body duly appointed for that purpose  

(2) Neither of the following is a corporation: 
(a) An exempt public authority;  
(b) A corporation sole 

 
 
Corporations aggregate VS corporations sole (category developed between 15th to 18th 
century) 

- Corporations aggregate consist of many persons united together into one society, 
and are kept up by a perpetual succession of members, so as to continue for ever 

- Corporations sole consist of one person only and his successors, in some particular 
station, who are incorporated by law, in order to give them some legal capacities and 
advantages, particularly that of perpetuity, which in their natural persons they could 
not have had.  
 

Historical development of corporation law in England  
- 13th century-1650: the conception of “incorporate person” was naturalised in English 

law. Early corporations are not businesses, they are churches and universities 
- 17th century: The Crown allowed the operation of corporations by royal charter 

(1650). Example: The Dutch East India Company 
o Charters typically ceded to the company not only trading privileges but 

extensive powers of self-government in the region 
o Another way of incorporation: by private Act of Parliament 

- 18th century: joint stock companies; South Sea Bubble 
o It had become common for the constitutions of joint stock companies to 

contain provisions making shares in the joint stock freely transferable.  
o The demand for stocks rocketed and many did not trouble to seek charters 

from the Crown for their joint stock companies and unincorporated joint stock 
companies proliferated. Many others bought the charter of winded up 
companies and used it to conduct an unrelated business.  

o These companies limit liability by contracts, and mimic the structure of royal 
charter companies as closely as possible  

o The South Sea Company lobbied British government to outlaw the 
pretenders. The Bubble Act was passed, which prohibited a company from 
acting as a corporation or raising a transferable stock without sanction of 
legislation or charter 

o People do not know which company is legitimate and which is not. People are 
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dumping shares and stock price collapsed. The Act was hardly ever enforced. 
The de facto companies still operate successfully, but below the radar. 

- 19th century: The Bubble Act was repealed in 1825 
o Began a search for a form of association appropriate for contemporary 

business organisation. 
o Deed of settlement: secured de facto for its members the principal corporate 

advantages but without benefit of incorporation 
§ Instead of a charter or act of incorporation, the basis of the 

unincorporated organisation has to be found in the articles of 
association which were, as a rule, in the form of a deed of settlement 
signed by those participating in the society.  

§ Circumvented the prohibition of the Bubble Act 
§ Deed only binds subscribers—stock not freely transferable  
§ The deed provided that stockholders should be liable only to the 

extent of their contributed capital  
o 1844: Joint Stock Companies Registration and Regulation Act: legitimatize 

these companies  
§ the Act adopted the constitutional structure of the deed of settlement 

company 
o Limited Liability Act 1855 (UK) 

§ First allowed limited liability for corporations 
o Joint Stock Companies Act 1856 (UK) 

§ A consolidating statute provided for incorporation on the application of 
seven persons  

§ The deed of settlement gave way to two constitutional documents, the 
memorandum of association and the articles of association  

o Companies Act 1862 (UK) 
§ First “Companies Act”. This is the act which was brought to Australia 

 
Australian corporation law  

- Pre 1901: colonies adopted individual legislation  
- 1901: at federation, states retained legislative power  
- 1961-2: first national cooperative scheme  
- 1981: second national cooperative scheme  

o 1989 implemented a national companies Act (based on s 51(20) of the 
Constitution; cannot regulate the formation of company) 

- 1991: third national cooperative scheme  
- 2001: after State referral to the Cth, the Cth enacted Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) [s 

51(37) of the Constitution] 
 
Theory of corporation  

1) concession theory/privilege theory 
- corporation is a separated legal person; the oldest theory 
- view the corporation as an entity that only exists because it was allowed by the 

government 
- This theory reflected the reality at the time of the royal charter companies 
- Regulatory consequence: the state can regulate the companies 
- Today, no one would say a company is a concession; but this theory is relevant when 

we discuss the doctrine of ultra vires (corporations are shackled, and it cannot do 
anything that the government does not allow it to do) 
 

2) Aggregated/contractual theory 
- 19th century theory, contended that the government has little role in corporations 
- corporations are like partnerships, and they can determine what they can do by 

contracts. The government’s only role is as an enforcer of those contracts. The 
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government cannot impose compulsory rules 
 
3) The shareholder approach (the social entity/real entity theory) 
- Arise in the US in the early 20th century, when the US was opening up (began to build 

many railways). American companies were trying to get money from everyone to 
fund these huge enterprises. 

- This does not look like a partnership, as everyone is a shareholder but does not run 
the company 

- Shareholders are the ultimate risk bearers, vulnerable, needs protection 
o Shareholders are at the bottom on the list of creditors, so they only get their 

return of capital once everybody else has been paid 
 

4) Stakeholder approach  
- Corporation social responsibility  
- Stakeholder could be employees, bondholers, customers, suppliers 
- There is an overriding need to think of the corporate entity as having a public vision 
- Multi-fiduciary obligations: duty owed by corporate managers to all stakeholders and 

not merely shareholders 
 

Classification of companies  
- by liability: s 112  

o public companies  
§ limited by shares  

• s 9: a company formed on the principle of having the liability of 
its members limited to the amount (if any) unpaid on the 
shares respectively held by them 

§ limited by guarantee  
• s 9: a company formed on the principle of having the liability of 

its members limited to the respective amounts that the 
members undertake to contribute to the property of the 
company if it is wound up 

• s 124: a company limited by guarantee does not have power to 
issue shares 

§ unlimited with share capital  
• s 9: unlimited company means a company whose members 

have no limit placed on their liability  
§ no liability company 

• s 9: a no liability company must have solely mining purposes 
and have no contractual right to recover unpaid calls (s 112(2)) 

• s 9: a no liability company can be registered under s 118 or 
601BD. A company can convert to a no liability company under 
Part 2B.7.  

• s 9: “mining purpose” means prospecting for, obtaining or 
selling ores, metals or minerals 

o proprietary companies  
§ limited by shares  
§ unlimited with share capital  

• not many  
• The companies that adopt this form is the companies that 

would not otherwise be allowed to be a company, such as 
partnerships 

o Number of directors: s 201A 
§ (1) a proprietary company must have at least 1 director. That director 

must ordinarily reside in Australia  
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§ (2) a public company must have at least 3 directors (not counting 
alternate directors). At least 2 directors must ordinarily reside in 
Australia 

- by size: ss 113, 45A (proprietary company) 
o s 113(1),(3), s 45A: a proprietary company must: 

§ be limited by shares or be an unlimited company with a share capital  
§ have no more than 50 non-employee shareholders 
§ not do anything that would require disclosure to investors under 

Chapter 6D (except in limited circumstances) 
o s 45A (2): Small proprietary company: satisfy at least 2 of the requirements: 

§ the consolidated revenue for the financial year is less than $ 25 million 
§ the value of the consolidated gross assets is less than $ 12.5 million 
§ The company and the entities it controls have fewer than 50 

employees 
§ [a small proprietary company generally has reduced financial reporting 

requirements (s 292(3))] 
o S 45A (3): large proprietary company: satisfy at least 2 of the requirements 

§ $ 25 million or more  
§ $ 12.5 million or more  
§ 50 employees or more 

- by listing: ss 45A, 112-116, Part 1.5 “Small Business Guide” 
o s 45A(1) note 2, s 113: proprietary company cannot be listed, public company 

can be listed or unlisted 
o s 45A(1) note 2, s 113: proprietary company cannot get fund from public, 

public company can get fund from public (with disclosure documents) 
 
Benefit of corporate group 

- corporate group: a number of companies which are associated by common or 
interlocking shareholdings, allied to unified control or capacity to control: Walker v 
Wimborne 

- Benefits  
o Achieve organisational efficiencies by segregating different business or 

functions into separate companies  
o Maximise the benefits of limited liability by isolating the risk of business failure 

in a single entity (quarantine the risk) 
- Holding company: (s 9) a body corporate of which the first body corporate is a 

subsidiary 
- Subsidiary: s 46 

o A body corporate is a subsidiary of another boy corporate if, and only if 
o (a) the other body: 

§ (i) controls the composition of the board; or  
§ (ii) is in a position to cast, or control the casting of, more than half of 

the votes in a general meeting; or  
§ (iii) holds more than half of the share capital  

 
Ways in which you could conduct business 

- sold trader 
- partnership: open-ended business, no limited liability prima facie 
- joint venture: a group of people for profit, for a particular purpose. You can have 

corporate or incorporated joint ventures 
- Co-operative: everyone kicks in to help each other. Only certain types of organisation 

are allowed to be registered as cooperative 
- Incorporated association: decision lies with Fair Trading. The main drawback is that 

the members of the committee that runs the association may have personal liability 
for certain actions of the association 
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- Trading trust 
- Corporation 
 

2. Corporate personality and limited liability 
Benefits of corporation 
- Separate legal entity (people die, corporation still exist; great durability) 
- Division of control and ownership (but always the case; eg, family business) 
- Limited liability (partnership is unlimited liability) 

o Benefits  
§ Rational response to division between ownership and control (rather 

than breathing down their neck) 
§ Enhances efficiency of capital markets by free transferable shares 
§ Encourages portfolio diversification (rather than concentrating all their 

money in areas they have expertise in) 
§ Permits accumulation of large amounts of capital (people are more 

willing to invest if the risk is limited) 
§ Encourage benign risk-taking by managers 
§ Unfairness in imposing unlimited liability on shareholders where they 

are not directly responsible for acts of corporation 
§ Enforcement under a regime of unlimited liability would not be feasible 

(people would transfer their assets) 
§ Creditors are better risk bearers than shareholders. Creditors can 

bargain either for protection or build risk into return  
• However, this is not always the case. Small creditors or 

contract creditors who are suppliers have weaker positon to 
bargain; tort creditors have no choice 

o Downsides 
§ Can encourage excessive risk-taking or moral hazard  
§ Traditional justification for limited liability are absent in close 

corporations (they function more like partnerships) 
§ Conjunction of capital boundary problem plus limited liability  

• Entrepreneurs have the ability to draw boundaries around the 
company. Although in corporate group, the actions are closely 
connected, the liability is separated. 

§ Tortious creditors lack abilities possessed by contractual creditors who 
can assess risk and contract around it 

§ Shareholders in close corporations may be personally responsible for 
corporate acts, and limited liability becomes a device to avoid 
responsibility 

 
Salomon v Salomon and Co [1897] AC 22 
A clear case of risk shifting 
Basic principle: a company obtains maturity on its birth. The company is at law a different 
person altogether from its shareholders. 
~ as a result, the creditors of an insolvent company cannot sue the company’s shareholders 
to pay up outstanding debts 
 
Facts:  
~S was a sole trader, but incorporated a company in 1892. The company entered into an 
agreement to purchaser S’s business for $ 39,000 to be satisfied by the issue to S of 20,000 
fully paid $ 1 shares and debentures (secured by a floating charge over the assets of the 
company, ahead of all the other unsecured creditors) with a face value of $ 10,000. The 
balance of the purchase price ( $ 9,000) remained as an unsecured debt.  
~As a result, S held 20,001 shares and his 6 family members held 1 share each (to satisfy 
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the requirement of 7 shareholders in the 1862 UK Act) 
~ Hard times quickly followed, the business went down the drain. S borrowed $ 5,000 from 
B, and as a security, S issued his debentures to B, but upon terms that he should retain the 
residual beneficial interest in the debentures after B’s debt was discharged. 
~ The company then went into liquidation. After the execution of B’s security there remained 
a balance of indebtedness of $ 1055 secured by the debentures.  
~ S took the money by asserting the floating charge over the company’s asset contained in 
his debenture. The liquidator resisted S’s claim.  
~ the liquidator raised two arguments: 1) the debentures were invalid on the ground of fraud; 
2) the company was the mere nominee and agent for S 
Question: whether the company is a company at all 
 
Court of Appeal:  
S failed. The 1862 UK Act does not intend that a company should consist of one substantial 
person and 6 mere dummies. Must be independent bona fide members who had a mind and 
a will of their own. Treated	


